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Abstract 
This thesis aims to investigate the theory, processes and implementation details behind the 

development of a web application purposed to validate and import customer data into Ipendo 

Platform, an online web portal for managing intellectual property (IP) rights. Ipendo Systems, the 

company behind Ipendo Platform, required a solution that could improve efficiency and reliability 

over their current script-based validation and import process.  

The software produced during this thesis only partly solves the problems of current import methods 

by providing a tool for importing a specific type of customer data. It does however provide the 

infrastructure for the validation and importation of other types of customer data (platform objects). 

These extensions would however require more time than allocated for this thesis. 

The development has taken place over a period of ten weeks during which several decisions has been 

made regarding areas such as the chosen development process, system architecture and more 

concrete implementation details of the software’s different functionality. These decisions will be 

discussed and motivated with the help of referenced development theory, examples and figures.  

The delivered solution successfully validates and imports the supported platform objects, while 

providing an interactive user interface for the user to work within. It also provides architecture ready 

for extension with new validations and import modules for all types of platform objects. Finally, the 

results obtained with the developed tool points to a large increase in efficiency for the supported 

platform object.  
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1 Introduction 
This chapter is intended to introduce the reader to the requirements and background of the software 

produced during this thesis. The purpose of the developed software product, hereafter known as 

“ImportTool” or “the import tool”, will also be described. 

 Ipendo Systems 1.1
Ipendo Systems is an IT consulting and software development company based in the city of 

Linköping, Sweden. The company has two business divisions, “Ipendo Solutions” and “Solutions 

experts”. The thesis has taken place at the Ipendo Solutions division that manages the development 

of a web portal for intellectual property (IP) management called Ipendo Platform ™. 

 Purpose 1.2
The main purpose of this thesis is to create a tool for importing customer objects into a web based 

platform for managing intellectual property (IP), in order to improve the efficiency, reliability and 

usability of the import process. The efficiency of this new tool will then be compared with the older 

import methods in terms of efficiency (speed) and usability. Another purpose is to experience a 

software development process (SDP) from an agile perspective, drawing conclusions from the 

mistakes and successes with the chosen SDP.  

Another theoretical purpose of this thesis is therefore to investigate the methods, frameworks and 

software development processes necessary for developing this module. The quality attributes and 

user interface design of the module will also be discussed, together with the utilized development 

process and its theoretical background. This is done in order to give the reader an understanding of 

primarily the development process, but also the product itself and how it works.  

 Problem formulation 1.3
Importing platform objects into Ipendo Platform is a task that the support personnel (hereafter called 

support) at Ipendo Systems perform imports regularly for customers and Ipendo. Imports can be 

made manually in the platform, but it is inefficient for large sets of data since each object and its 

information has to be entered manually.  

This is the reason why SQL scripts and procedures are used in order to import large amounts of 

objects into the customer database. The support also utilizes a back office tool capable of importing 

objects of the type “case”, even though it lacks certain validations and sometimes produces what the 

support describes as “cryptic error messages”.  

The current scripts based solution is very time consuming, and ipendo would like to have a tool that 

is intuitive, simple and stable. The tool also needs to be customizable in how it does its validation and 

importing, since each customer has somewhat different requirements and structure in their 

information.  

Another requirement is that different support teams should be able to access the tool from different 

offices, since it would be more manageable to have one server responsible for the communication 

with the database, thus improving the maintainability and supportability of the software compared 

to having many different clients connected to the database, requiring updates and support. 
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The goals of this thesis can be summarized with two questions: 

 How do you create an extensible architecture for customer data imports? 

The produced application will be specific in nature, and only support a specific object type. 

The goal is however to enable for extended import functionality and support all objects 

present in Ipendo Platform. This will be accomplished by developing software utilizing design 

patterns and built on sound design principles. 

 

 How efficient is the produced import tool? 

The produced tool should be efficient and reliable. The efficiency will be measured in terms 

of time consumption, and reliability will be tested by importing data and making sure it is 

correct in the platform.  

 

 Scope of thesis 1.4
Ipendo requires a centralized administration tool for easily validating and importing customer data 

into the databases of different customers. However, after the initial elaboration phase a decision was 

made to create and focus effort on the import functionality of a single object type known as 

“matters”, since it would be safer and more realistic from a resource perspective. The matter 

platform object will be further described in the next chapter. 

Another reason for this decision is that by creating a flexible and structured module for validating a 

specific object, modules for importing other objects types could then be created based on the same 

underlying architecture. 

The efficiency increase of the developed tool will be measured as a result. The current script based 

method requires a lot of resources in terms of time, but the potential reduction in resource 

consumption (e.g. money) by employing the solution described in this thesis will not be measured in 

numbers.  
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2 Ipendo Platform  
Ipendo Platform is a web platform designed to handle information about intellectual property such 

as patents, trademarks and internet domain names. Ipendo Platform is owned by Ipendo AB, but is 

maintained and updated by its subsidiary Ipendo Systems. 

This IP management platform is provided as a web based application hosted on a server, as opposed 

to a client application running locally on each customer computer. Customers can however choose if 

they want Ipendo Systems to manage their data and application hosting for them, or serve the 

application on their own servers. This choice of hosting does not affect the level of support the 

customers receive from Ipendo, only the way the application and its data is accessed by Ipendo 

Systems. 

The fact that Ipendo Platform is a web based application gives ipendo a great deal of control of the 

product, since only the software base on the server needs to be updated instead of multiple desktop 

clients. 

Having easy access to customer databases enables Ipendo Systems to do bulk imports of data into 

the system. Ipendo Platform does not currently support importing bulk data into an account, so the 

support team does this using SQL scripts for importing customer data in excel spreadsheets into the 

required database tables. These imports are internally known as “services orders” at Ipendo Systems. 

 

Figure 1, View of matter objects in Ipendo Platform. 
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 Matters 2.1
Matters are a term for documents, agreements, conflicts or similar documents that may be related to 

a specific invention or patent. A view of a matter in the platform is shown in figure 2. The matter 

types present in the development database used in this thesis included the following matter types: 

 Generic contract – A matter type denoting many different types of contracts. 

 Consultancy agreement – Describes the terms of a consultancy agreement including details 

such as contract length, area of consultancy and details of the related counterparties. 

 Collaboration agreement – Details the terms for collaboration between entities. Includes 

information such as the applicable countries, the business unit involved and agreement 

length. 

 Invention – Inventions are not patents, but they can be related to a patent. 

Matter types can be created in the platform, and the attributes they consist of can be removed or 

added to. The exception from this is a set of static attributes present in all matter types known as the 

“basic matter details” in Ipendo Platform. These attributes include: 

 Reference – The unique reference to this matter. 

 Title – The title of the matter.  

 Parent Type – The type of the parent node that the matter is stored in. These nodes are 

represented as folders in the platform. 

 Parent reference – The unique reference of the parent object or folder. 

 Status - The status of the matter, e.g. “Lapsed”,”Submitted”, “Expired” etc. 

 Sub Status - Statuses that can be customized by the user.  

 Description – A descriptive text of the matter. Is optional to include. 

 

Figure 2, View of a matter imported with ImportTool, with its basic matter details visible. 
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 Cases and families 2.2
Cases are, together with matters, the second category of platform objects that can be managed by 

Ipendo Platform. As can be seen below in figure 3, cases can be divided into different subtypes in the 

same way as matters.  

 

Figure 3, View of the different types of cases. Families are containers for cases and matters. 

Families can be described as containers for different kinds of matters and cases. These families come 

in different forms and can contain different kinds of platform objects, e.g. “matter family” and “case 

family” for matters and patents, respectively. 

 Dynamic attributes 2.3
In addition to this basic matter data, each matter type has its own specific attributes. These 

attributes are known as dynamic attributes in the platform database, and that is also the term that 

will be used in this thesis.  

Stored with the dynamic attributes is also a list of the valid “selectable” values that the attribute can 

have as defined by the system or user. Naturally, this enables for an automated validation process, 

since the valid values are linked to the attribute if the excel columns can be identified and mapped to 

the correct attribute. The cells under the mapped attribute columns can then be checked against the 

list of valid attributes values. 

Dynamic attributes plays a key role in the current script based import process, since the scripts and 

validations must be customized for the specific type of matters that is to be imported. The current 

validation scripts cannot automatically identify and map the attribute columns present in the excel 

file to the corresponding attribute in the attribute database table, resulting in lengthy and error 

prone edits in the validation and import script templates. 

 Related parties 2.4
Related parties are platform entities that can represent either an organization or an individual. These 

related parties (RPs) must be associated with a role, e.g. “competitor” or “primary agency” for a 

company or “inventor” for an individual, and can be connected with cases and matter objects.  
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Figure 4, Listing of related parties connected with a matter. 

Columns containing related parties must currently be prefixed with the text “related party”, followed 

by a colon and the platform role that the RPs are mapped to. 

 Customer data 2.5
Several excel templates are provided by ipendo to customers in order for facilitate the import 

process. The templates provide a standardized format for an excel file in which the customer objects 

are stored, enabling the attributes and related parties to be parsed. Bellow, figure 5 shows a view of 

the columns in the excel templates offered for entering customer data. 

 

Figure 5, Example of columns showing the “description” property, related parties and a misspelled dynamic attribute. 
Each row represents a platform object, i.e. matters in this case. 

 

 Importing objects using SQL scripts 2.6
The support regularly receives matters and cases (e.g. patents) for import into customer’s databases, 

usually in the form of spreadsheets. These spreadsheets contain rows and columns that represent 

the objects and their attributes, respectively. After having received this data, the support proceeds to 

validate these objects using SQL stored procedures and SQL scripts for the specific object type.   

When the objects have been validated, additional scripts are prepared and customized for the import 

of these objects.  
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These SQL scripts do however tend to get quite complex because of the customizations that has to 

be done for each specific import, and also because of the sheer size of the scripts. This is why a 

specialized import tool would be beneficial as an additional abstraction on underlying SQL 

procedures for validation and import. 

All imports of customer data are associated with a tag stored with all imported objects. This tag 

contains the import method (script) and a number corresponding to the issue number of the import. 

Issue numbers is the term used for linking the imported data to a specific import made for a 

customer (service order).  
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3 Software development theory 
This chapter tries to describe the underlying concepts and patterns which are used in this software 

development project. Most of the theory regarding design patterns can be applied to almost any 

software development project, but the frameworks designed to implements these patterns may vary.   

This software projects utilized the MVC framework together with the technologies listed below, such 

as the repository pattern and unit testing. Validation is also discussed and the interesting choices of 

frameworks in this area. 

 Architectural design patterns 3.1
The theory behind the design patterns used during this product development are discussed in this 

section. These patterns are used throughout the developed product. 

3.1.1 Model View Controller (MVC) 

One of the primary goals of many design patterns is to achieve low coupling, usually by dividing code 

into layers. An example of this is the Model-View-Controller pattern, an architectural design pattern 

used to structure the application in a layered fashion. The MVC pattern is also known as MVP, where 

the view is instead called “presenter”. 

In MVC the model represents the underlying data store, the view represents the applications user 

interface (UI) and the controller acts a mediator between the model and view layer in order to 

coordinate and process the model data into views or custom classes used by the view.  By separating 

the view and the model with a controller, the model doesn’t have to be dependent on the 

implementation of the view, thus reducing the coupling between a specific view and the model.  

The MVC pattern is a very prolific pattern that is used by many different application development 

frameworks such as Apples “cocoa” framework used in OS X and the iphone, or the Microsoft 

ASP.NET MVC framework for web based applications that is used in this thesis. 

3.1.2 Model-View-ViewModel (MVVM)  

The Model View ViewModel is a variation of the well-known Model View Controller (MVC) pattern 

that originates from Microsoft, but is actually a specialisation of the Presentation Model (PM) design 

pattern by Martin Fowler (Fowler, 2004). The term Model-View-ViewModel was originally coined by 

John Gossman, a software architect working with the WPF and Silverlight technologies by Microsoft 

(Smith, 2009).  

The viewmodel is used in a similar fashion to MVC, where it’s used for providing the model with the 

data it needs to display and identify objects instead of outputting the “raw” domain objects. This 

provides an abstraction of the views underlying data such as entities from the model layer.  

This viewmodel can also be decorated with validation metadata required to generate “validation 

enabled” HTML elements used with the MVC JavaScript validation libraries, instead of putting the 

metadata in the domain objects themselves. This rhymes with the “separation of concerns” principle 

and avoids “cluttering” the domain objects with validation metadata used by the view.  

Important to note is that Gossman presented MVVM as a specialization of the PM customized for 

increasing the separation between the WPF XAML based view and the underlying data, instead of 

directly placing the data inside the XAML code (Smith, 2009).  
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3.1.3 The repository pattern 

The data layer, or model layer as it is known in MVC, can be structured using different design 

patterns. One way of structuring the data access logic (e.g. CRUD operations) is put the data access 

logic in the domain objects themselves. This would make the domain entities behave as data transfer 

objects, usually also with a mapping to the database tables.  This approach may however be to 

limiting when the data access code for an entity needs to reference other domain entities, or if they 

contain other domain entities themselves.  

Another approach is to create a service layer by using so called “repositories” that contain the logic 

for data access. A repository is used to perform operations on business entities, but can also contain 

data transfer code for many related entities or other logic that may not be directly related to an 

object like validation logic. 

 Repositories acts as an abstraction between the database access code and the domain objects 

themselves. Using the repository pattern as an additional DAL is preferable when the domain objects 

are many and complex, and data access code is duplicated in many domain objects (Fowler, 2002). 

 Software quality factors 3.2
This section describes the theory behind the methods utilized in order to improve the quality and 

maintainability of ImportTools codebase. 

3.2.1 Low coupling, high cohesion 

Coupling is a term that’s used to describe the degree of dependency object has on another. It is also 

a software quality metric, since low coupling is mostly associated with good software quality. The 

reason for this is that too much coupling between modules makes it harder to change objects 

without also affecting other objects that relies on a specific implementation. High coupling between 

object can also reduce testability, since the tests become dependent on other objects. 

Low coupling is often contrasted with high cohesion, and they often correlate with each other. High 

cohesion means that modules designed for a specific purpose tries to maintain only code for that 

specific purpose, and not include code that is unrelated to the functionality of that module. A code 

base with high cohesion is easier to understand than code with low cohesion, and is usually 

associated with quality factors such as readability, maintainability and supportability.  

3.2.2 Dependency injection 

Dependency Injection (DI) is a way of reducing coupling in code. It enables you to “inject” 

instantiations of objects into a class instead of creating the objects directly using the object’s 

constructor (Caprio, 2005).   

Dependency injection can be categorized in 3 different types known as “interface injection” (type 1), 

“setter injection” (type 2) and constructor injection (type 3) (Fowler).   

Dependency injection can in itself be described as an architectural design pattern intended to reduce 

dependency coupling, and can be implemented by either using standard factories or by using more 

complex and detailed frameworks. DI can be implemented by using standard design patterns for 

separating and encapsulating object creation logic, such as the factory and builder patterns.  
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Figure 6, an example of a service locator (object factory) utilized in ImportTool with the DI framework “StructureMap”. 

 

One difference between DI and these creational patterns is that by using DI you don’t necessarily 

have to invoke the factory for the object creation and create a dependency on a factory. You can 

instead let the DI framework handle the dependency resolution. Most factories are designed to 

construct a predefined type of object with a predefined configuration present in the factory, while DI 

frameworks often contain an additional layer of abstraction to these factories.  

Another difference is that DI frameworks often implement an object that knows how to get an 

instance from a pool of objects, or “registry of services” as Fowler expresses it in his online article on 

DI. This registry, or service locator as it’s also called, is naturally most likely to be designed as a static 

singleton. Quoting Fowler, “a singleton provides a simple way of implementing a registry, but that 

implementation decision is easily changed”. 

To summarize, DI can reduce coupling between classes and reduces redundant object instantiation 

code.  

 Software Testing   3.3
The advantages of testing software may seem obvious. After all, don’t all products on the 

marketplace go through some kind of quality and stability tests as a rule? Be it software or other 

engineering solutions, assuring that the product has been tested in a standardized way is important 

for both understanding the functionality of the product and proving the validity of the products 

specifications to the customer.  

There are however other benefits with testing, and software development processes based around 

testing such as “Test Driven Development” (TDD) often declare that software testing can drive the 

software design. The reason for this is that developers need to think through the functionality and 

expected results of a program before they can construct the tests, leading to a more thorough 

understanding of the software.  

Software testing can be categorized in three levels: unit testing, integration testing and system 

testing (SWEBOK, 2004). First the individual units of code are tested with unit tests, and then these 

units are integrated into modules tested in the integration testing. Finally, the entire system is tested 

in the “system testing” phase. The testing conducted during this thesis has been mainly unit testing. 

3.3.1 Unit testing 

Unit testing is used to test individual “units” of code, that is to say the smallest individual methods 

that the modules in the source code consist of (MSDN, 2003). Several frameworks exist for creating 

unit testing, such as nunit or the built in framework in visual studio 2010, the IDE used in this thesis.  

Unit tests have an important role in the software produced in this thesis, and this also tend to be the 

case for software development in general.  

When properly written, unit tests will be a positive factor in accomplishing the primary goal of testing 

(making sure that the software is stable). Unit testing can also serve as a sort of documentation of 
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the method that “explains” how the method should work, how the input data is structured and what 

output is expected (Parr, 2006).  

Another important advantage of unit tests is that when performed automatically, they can quickly 

serve as a warning to the developer about new potential bugs introduced by changes in the code 

(Parr, 2006).  
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4 Development method 
This chapter describes the development methods used in order to implement the software and 

maintain a structure to the project. 

 Validation  4.1
The most important part of the importation tools is the validation logic. There are several steps that 

need to be performed in order to validate platform objects. You first need to decide how the 

validation will be performed and what tools will be required. Are you going to write custom classes 

and methods performing the validation, or are you going to use an already existing framework?  

Using a preexisting validation framework or library was found to be preferable to developing a new 

validation framework, since many of the validation rules required for the objects are general and 

should already present in such a framework. Examples of these general rules would be to checks for 

empty properties, valid dates, valid alphanumeric characters etc. These rules are already present in 

most frameworks, saving time for the developer. 

Other more complex and specific validation rules would be to see if a unique property really is 

unique, or check that the unique properties doesn’t already exist in the database and thus creating 

conflicts and invalidating the database schema. These types of “complex” validations require a 

validation framework that is open for extension with new validations, and have access to server side 

database logic.  

4.1.1 Validation using validation attributes 

The .NET framework contains libraries that are designed to help with validation of classes. One such 

library is the data annotations library, which enables you to decorate attributes with different 

expectations and requirements expressed with bracket enclosed tags, or validation metadata as it’s 

also called. Data annotations are as the name suggests annotations that can be applied to class 

attributes in order to provide information about the attributes in a model to the different users of 

the model. Figure 7 below shows an implementation of a validation attribute. 

 

Figure 7, Example of an implementation of a validation attribute that checks for valid (existing) matter statuses. 
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Out of the box there are only a few pre-existing validation attributes available for checking the length 

of strings, or the contents of strings using powerful regular expressions. These validation attributes 

can also be defined with detailed error, pointing out the names and values of the error locations. 

4.1.1.1 Advantages  

One of the advantages of using these validation attributes is that all validations are defined in one 

place, thus sparing you from reapplying the same rules in many places (MSDN, 2010). By applying a 

validation attribute to a class attribute, every layer in the application can access this validation 

information instead of construction or referencing validation methods in all places that needs to 

validate a class or a set of attributes. This rhymes with the “separation of concerns” (SoC) principle, 

leading to more maintainable, understandable and testable code. 

Another benefit of conforming to this data annotation design for validation is that it’s compatible 

with other .NET libraries written for validation. For example, a model decorated with validation 

attributes can be used to automatically generate client side validation (Javascript) on the view by 

enabling some of ASP.NETs built in options for client side validation. Another option is to validate the 

objects manually on the server, which can be necessary  if the validation results needs to be 

customized and logged by the application or if client side scripting isn’t available.  

 Software development process 4.2
This section provides a short explanation and background of the theory behind software 

development processes (SDP). The development process chosen for this project, Rational Unified 

Process (RUP), will also be explained. 

4.2.1 Background 

Software development is a process that should lead to the production of stable software. This 

process, or software project, can be structured by using a software development process that can 

provide guidelines and rules for how developers in a project should cooperate and communicate 

with each other, and the layout of the internal steps in the development process.  

Many different SDPs exist, each with their own way of structuring a project according to an 

overarching principle of how and what a SDP should provide. These principles include “rapid 

development”, “agile development”, “iterative development”, “incremental development” and many 

others, and the often overlap with each other in their stated objectives and definition. 

These multitude and differences between these principles hint that a software development process 

is not hard science, i.e. based on quantifiable and absolute facts. Indeed, many contradictory 

principles exist between SDPs, and choosing the right one is up to the subjective opinion of the 

developers or project managers. As the director of the Rational Unified Process SDP development Per 

Kroll and the VP of IBM Rational Walker Royce writes (IBM Developerworks, 2005):  

“Just as software development is not hard science, we believe that these principles should not be 

taken as statements of absolute, everlasting truth, but rather as guides to improved software project 

results.---” 

4.2.2 Choosing a development method 

There are many different strategies and methods for developing software, each one with their own 

advantages and disadvantages depending on the factors and needs of a project. These factors, or 
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needs, need to be identified by identifying the customers need and the resources available. This 

phase is in RUP known as the “elaboration phase”, and the extent of this phase may vary depending 

on the chosen development process and how much focus it puts on documentation.  

Even when a project is very small or consists of only one developer, using a basic development 

process can greatly benefit a project by giving it structure and meaning. This “development process” 

can range from a simple project plan containing simple use-cases and a requirements specification to 

a large collection of documents managed by a requirements analyst. As previously mentioned, a SDP 

isn’t hard science, but the reasons for imposing structure in a project are many. 

 Development principles 4.3
Since this project was very small, the documentation phase was interleaved with the implementation 

phase, and much of the documentation was put in the comments of the code.  The focus was on the 

implementation of the product, instead of spending much time on documentation, although a 

specific “documentation” page was provided where user could read about the different validations 

and application layout. 

This approach of minimizing the time spent on the documentation and favoring the implementation 

phase is generally known as rapid application development, and can be further categorized into 

specific development processes including agile programming (Agile), extreme programming (XP) and 

Lean.  

4.3.1 Iterative development 

Development processes generally use either an iterative or an incremental approach to 

development.  As the names of these two approaches suggest, software can be developed in either 

iterations or in incremental steps. Incremental development is usually contrasted to iterative 

development as a more realistic and productive process, since it allows for what many considers 

inevitable:  the changing of requirements and documentation based on the constantly changing 

needs of the customer, or changes in architecture based on these new requirements. 

4.3.2 Iterative development or incremental development 

 The difference between these two terms are not as clear cut as one may think, since certain 

incremental development processes often come in “iterative” versions. One example of this the 

waterfall model of development, a sequential development process that is often used as a bad 

example of how iterative processes are more “in touch with reality”. The waterfall process can be 

used in a strictly incremental fashion where each step is done individually, or in a version where 

backtracking to previous steps are allowed by using feedback from each step to modify the design 

(Kroll, 2004).  

Purely incremental processes are usually exemplified by the “first” versions of the waterfall model, in 

which phases come strictly after each other, and no overlapping occurs. This version of the waterfall 

model is often called the “modified” waterfall model, but it does not facilitate or encourage it (Kroll, 

2004). 

 Rational Unified Process 4.4
The development process chosen for this project is a customized version of RUP, Rational Unified 

Process®, and is developed by IBMs Rational Software. IBM describes RUP as a standardized process 
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consisting of a set of “best practices” that should shape a project in order for it to be successful. 

These best practices are in turn based on the following six “principles” (IBM Developerworks, 2005): 

 Adapt the process – The process should be adapted according to the size of the project. 

 Balance stakeholder priorities – As an example, you have to balance the capabilities of the 

product with the development costs for these capabilities (requirements). 

 Collaborate across teams – As opposed to “nurturing heroic individuals and arm them with 

power tools”, the listed anti-pattern for this principle (IBM Developerworks, 2005). 

 Demonstrate value iteratively – This principle hints at the iterative property of RUP. Instead 

of planning the entire project in detail, plans should be adapted.  

 Elevate the level of abstraction – Stresses the importance of reusing assets and components, 

and communicating in standardized high level languages such as UML. 

 Focus on quality – Testing early and continuously is mentioned as important principles for 

ensuring that quality is maintained. The listed anti-pattern is formulated as “postpone unit 

testing until all code has been completed and unit-tested.” 

The small “one man” project conducted during this thesis doesn’t have to involve all steps and 

principles present in RUP, and it is possible to align the project and adapt its structure with the most 

basic terminology and principles. This is what the author refers to as using a customized version of 

RUP. 

RUP is designed to enable easy customization of its processes. IMB provides a commercial tool for 

this customization called Rational Method Composer, where you can adapt the processes by only 

choosing the “process components” that are necessary for you project (IBM Rational Software).  

While this customization tool wasn’t used in this thesis project, the basic terminology and principles 

of RUP are still utilized as far as possible. The small size and little resources in terms of time dictated 

that the development process would have to be downsized to a basic level, only utilizing the most 

necessary steps and documentation in order to focus attention on development and unit testing.  

It is also important to know about the principles and terminology behind RUP, since they’re actively 

used by Ipendo Systems. Referring to standardized terms and processes would also enable other 

developers familiar with RUP to quickly understand how the project is organized and structured.  

 RUP phases 4.5
The IBM Rational Unified Process defines four phases that a project should contain, together with the 

artifacts that should be produced at the end of each phase. These artifacts can be documents (e.g. a 

project plan), UML models, a requirement specification etc.  

4.5.1 The inception phase 

The purpose of this phase is to measure the scope of the project, e.g. the budget (resources) 

required to finish it (Developerworks, 2003). In this project, the preparation phase was used to figure 

out what to build and how. The question “should we build it?” can be used to describe the purpose 

of this phase (Developerworks, 2003). 

Since the company already had an existing tool for importing cases into the system, the opportunity 

existed to analyze this tool and try to figure out how its components works and how it interacted 
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with the underlying database code of Ipendo Platform, in order to decide if the project should be 

developed as a plugin to Ipendo Platform. 

Another important task is to find out the true needs of the customers, based on interviews and 

written requirements. Meetings were regularly conducted with the staff involved with importing new 

data into the system. The information from these was then used to create a project plan, and the 

formal requirements needed to build the product. 

4.5.2 Elaboration phase 

The elaboration phase builds on the results produced in the preparation phase, and the general idea 

is to finalize the system requirements, UML models and other artifacts necessary in order to start 

implementing the software. In this project the deliverables where a requirements specification, a 

use-case scenario and a project plan containing an outline of the projects phases and deadlines. 

 Just like in the other phases, the size of this elaboration phase can be adapted to the size of the 

project. Large RUP projects can utilize advanced commercial requirement management tools like IBM 

RequisitePro®, while smaller projects focus on core artifacts such as a project plan or UML use case 

models. The deliverables necessary to complete this phase include a use-case models, a description 

of the software architecture and a requirements specification, among other artifacts. 

4.5.3 Construction phase 

The name of this phase is quite self-descriptive. This is the phase where the implementation 

(construction) of the software takes place. In this phase, all components of the application are 

developed, integrated and tested (DeveloperWorks, 2001). 

 It’s important to note that this phase executes in tandem with the other phases, and the results 

produced in the construction phase often leads to a clearer picture of the requirements of the final 

product. For example, the testing conducted in the construction phase can lead to an understanding 

of how stable a certain framework or architectural strategy, which in turn can and should lead to new 

design decision which must be documented and updated in the artifacts produced in the elaboration 

phase. 

4.5.4 Transition phase  

This is the phase where the software is being transitioned (delivered) to the customer. This doesn’t 

have to happen immediately, and customers are often given a beta version of the software before 

using the final product. This also rhymes with the RUP principle “demonstrate value iteratively”, 

enabling the early and continuous feedback to the developer (IBM Developerworks, 2005). 

This method of iteratively demonstrating the software was successfully used in this thesis project, 

where a status update meeting was held with project stakeholders every week. This enabled early 

feedback to reach the developer, resulting in changes in the requirement specification and primarily 

GUI of the application, which was initially considered to be somewhat unorganized because of initial 

developer focus on the underlying model and database layers.  

 Architectural goals  4.6

After having analysed the requirements customers, decisions regarding the architecture of the 

software had to be made. The pre-existing programming frameworks and technologies currently 

used by Ipendo Systems were taken into account in order to avoid reinventing the wheel. 
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Since Ipendo Systems uses the .NET framework and C# programming language, and since the project 

developer has experience with it, leveraging technologies from Microsoft was decided as the best 

route to go. The goal was to be able to reuse knowledge from previous solutions like Ipendo 

Platform, and enable the staff at Ipendo Systems to maintain and develop the application using their 

existing knowledge of the ASP .NET technologies. 

 Key requirements 4.7
The key requirements of the import tool are usability and reliability. The tool needs to be error free 

in order to work with live customer databases. This will require extensive testing of the tool. 

However, since stored procedures in the database layer will be reused that have already been 

extensively used and tested by Ipendo Systems, certain assumptions can be made regarding the 

reliability of the tools database logic. 

 Architectural decisions 4.8
The chosen framework for this web application is ASP.NET MVC 3, which at the time of writing this is 

the latest web development framework by Microsoft, replacing the older by still supported ASP.NET 

webforms technology used by Ipendo Platform and the older importation tool for cases. ASP.NET 

MVC 3 differs from webforms in that it is structured according to the “model-view-controller”, hence 

the name MVC.  

This MVC structure is heavily used in the industry today, which means that there are a lot of 

resources and support available on the internet by Microsoft and other resources such as web 

forums.  

One of the main differences between ASP.NET webforms and ASP.NET MVC is the approach to 

handling the inherently stateless nature of the internet. While webforms tries to create a state using 

viewstates (hidden input containing state information), ASP.NET MVC embraces the stateless nature 

of the HTTP protocol. This was one of the design goals of MVC, together with increased testability, 

extensibility and complete control over the input (Tavares, 2008). Unlike webforms, the MVC 

framework doesn’t try to emulate the stateful nature of a desktop application.  

Another advantage of the MVC framework is increased testability, since the control of the input and 

the output of the view is separated in MVC. In webforms, both the view and input control resided in 

the same class, which lead to difficulty in creating unit tests since you couldn’t test the input control 

logic in isolation from the view. 

Emulating the stateful nature nature of desktop applications isn’t however necessarily wrong or bad 

practice. The advantages of webforms are that it can be very productive and easy to use, partly 

because of the similarity to winforms development and partly because of the many components that 

are available to webforms developers.  Common examples of applications suitable for webforms are 

intranet resources, since they don’t usually need to be JavaScript enabled or utilize SEO URLs.   

Unlike the ASP.NET webforms framework, ASP.NET MVC is built to be used with JavaScript. This 

means that you can use the leading and most efficient JavaScript libraries in the development of a 

user friendly UI. More on the advantage of JavaScript and its importance in the application will be 

described in the next chapter. 
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5 Technical solution 

This chapter describes how the software is used and the implementation details of the software.  

 Import and validation process 5.1

This section describes the different steps that a user goes through when using this application. It 
briefly describes each step, but does not detail class structure and attributes. 

5.1.1 Excel file upload 

The first step that a user of this program must take is to upload an excel file containing the data that 

will be validated and imported. The only file type supported in this first version of the software is the 

newest excel format (excel 2007-2010), but other types of files should be able to be supported in the 

future by identifying it's format and then applying the correct parsing library for doing data parsing. 

5.1.2 Validation 

The validation step is the second step that a user goes through after the upload step. In this step all 

errors are identified in the data retrieved by the parsing methods and libraries applied in the upload 

phase. The user is first presented with a set of tabs and tables showing the bindings between the 

attributes in the platform database and the columns in the excel file. If the bindings are wrong, the 

user can edit the bindings and validate the data using these bindings. 

Another type of data that the user can validate and edit is the columns marked as “related parties”. 

All data under these columns should contain either individuals or organizations, each with their own 

role associated to them. Examples of roles could be “Inventor” for individuals or “Competitor” for 

organizations. 

5.1.3 Correcting errors 

 If the user decides to correct the errors presented to him in the validation step, two possibilities 

exist. The user can either return to Microsoft excel and correct errors in the excel file, or correct the 

errors directly in this software. If the users decide to correct the errors manually, the excel file must 

be uploaded for validation after the edit.  

The reason one would return to excel and edit the original file there is increased reliability and 

speed. While ImportTool can enumerate and describe the errors, it isn’t as efficient at correcting 

large amounts of errors quickly as excel. This is especially true for large imports containing thousands 

of matters. 

 

Figure 8, Dialog based editing (error correction) of a matter with ImportTool.  
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Another possible way of displaying and editing errors is to simply provide a table with editable cells. 

Errors could then be displayed as tooltips over cells marked in red, and the editing of erroneous data 

would take place directly in the cells (text boxes) instead of bringing up an edit dialog, thus saving 

time. This way of editing data was not fully implemented in ImportTool because of time constraints, 

but an example of a preliminary case edit view can be seen in figure 9 below. 

 

Figure 9, Editing and validating cases in a table view for increased efficiency. 

 

An  advantage of editing the excel file is that the excel file now should correspond to the data 

imported into the database, enabling it be used as a “control file” for verifying that the imported 

data is identical to the imported data that will be present in the database after the “importation” 

step.  

Another advantage is that it enables the user to use well-proven preexisting tools used with the 

current script-based import methods. One of these tools, Ipendo Compare, compares two excel files 

with each other, and displays the differences between them. One of these excel files is the 

customer's data, and the other excel file is extracted from the imported data, enabling verification of 

the imported data after the import has taken place.  

The other option is to edit the platform objects directly in the import tool, and then after the errors 

have been corrected generate an excel file based on these edits. This excel file can then be used to 

verify that the import has succeeded (i.e. contains valid data) with ipendo compare. The primary 

concern with this method is that it hasn't been tested enough in order to replace the current 

validation methods and ipendo compare.  

After the errors have been corrected in this step the users uploads and validates the data again, and 

if no errors are found proceeds to the final step in the import process where the validated objects 

are imported into the database. 

5.1.4 Importation 

This is the final step in the import process and can and should only be done when the processed 

(validated) platform objects are free of errors. There may be situations in future versions where the 

import tool presents the users with ignorable warnings that the user can disregard and still be able to 

import the objects.  
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When the tool doesn't present any errors to the user, a button becomes visible that when clicked will 

display a dialog window called the “confirm import dialog.” Here, the user enters a tag that will be 

associated with all platform objects imported by the tool. This tag is suffixed with a number 

corresponding to the issue number associated with imports made by Ipendo Systems. This tag can 

also be used for retrieving imported data and exporting it to excel files for use with ipendo compare 

or in the logging module of the tool.  

 

Figure 10, the import details dialog. Validation is performed while the user types in the import tag. 

After all the platform objects (matters) have been imported a confirmation message is presented to 

the user, displaying the import tag and the log id of the saved log. This log contains information 

about the excel file size, file checksum, the ids of the successfully imported objects and other useful 

logging information. The user is also presented with a button that if pressed will generate an excel 

file from the database with all the matters tagged to the import. This excel file is then used to verify 

that the imported data is valid by using Ipendo Compare.  

 

Figure 11, The import result dialog. The import result is automatically logged. 

 

An import is considered a success if all matters are successfully imported, including all of the related 

parties and dynamic attributes. Real customer has not been used because of confidentiality policies, 

but the imported test data is very similar or identical in nature to real customer data.   

5.1.5 Logging  

When an import of matters has been made, a log is created a stored in a database used by the 

application. This is done in order to keep track of the imports, and for debugging. The application 

uses a LINQ to SQL class in order to store and retrieve log data, and not the classes from the ipendo 
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platform DB layer. This was done in order to reduce complexity and avoid unnecessary dependency 

on the platform database. 

 

Figure 12, a list of logged imports that can be studied for debugging. 

 

The log view shows the result of the imports (success or fail) and the database ids of the imported 

matters. This information can then be used for debugging if the import failed, or if dynamic attribute 

and related parties where successfully associated with the imported matters. 

While this debugging shouldn’t be necessary, it was very useful during the development of the 

software where situations initially occurred in which badly parsed data was imported and therefore 

not visible in the platform. The logged ids could then be used to list erroneous imported attribute 

values related to a matter, e.g. a date value stored in the wrong format and therefore not visible in 

the platform.  

 Chosen architecture  5.2
In the inception phase of the import tool a choice had to be made if the import tool would be 

designed as a plugin in the existing Ipendo Platform or developed as a new project with its own code 

base and architecture.  It was decided that a new project based on the MVC framework would be the 

most effective solution, since the latest and most effective libraries for creating a web solution for 

validation would be usable in an effective manner (e.g. jquery).  

The author also had more experience with the new MVC framework, and starting from scratch would 

therefore mean less time spent on trying to understand legacy code. It would also mean that the new 

application would be built on a more stable foundation, since the new MVC framework is designed 

for enabling a layered and testable application.  

 Document parsing  5.3
This tool uses the OpenXML library for parsing customer data in excel files into the tool. This library 

can only parse excel files of the latest excel file format OpenXML, although other libraries exists for 

parsing other versions of excel file formats (i.e. excel 2003, 97 etc). Most of these libraries are 
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however commercial in nature, and since the author did not have a budget in this thesis project 

these libraries where disregarded. Not supporting older versions of excel files was however 

considered to be a non-issue, since older formats can easily be converted into the latest 2007 

OpenXML format with Microsoft excel.  

Parsing is done by a class based on OpenXML that accepts a file path to the uploaded excel file, 

parses it using the OpenXML  API and the returns a list of string arrays. The list entries are string 

arrays that represent the rows, and these arrays contain the cell values. This list of string arrays is 

then used to populate and instantiate the domain objects with their respective data. These domain 

objects are designed to correspond to the objects present in the platform database, such as the 

“attribute” database entries that correspond to the dynamic columns in the excel file or the 

“attribute values” entries which correspond to the cells and their data in the excel file.  

The terms used for referring to the columns and cells in the excel fields are used for naming the 

domain objects. Dynamic columns are known as “attributes” in the database, and the dynamic cells 

under these columns are known as “attribute values”.  Most of the domain objects should be easily 

identified by a person familiar with the database design of the platform. Comments in the source 

code should also indicate the relation between a domain object and the underlying database 

schema. 

 Validation 5.4
This is the step where all the domain objects parsed in the upload step are validated against the 

validation rules for matters. The attributes of each domain object has been decorated with so called 

“validation attributes” which are a form of metadata that specifies rules for the values contained in 

the attribute domain objects.   

These “attributes for attributes” provides a simple way of centralizing validation logic in the 

application, although the domain objects may look somewhat “cluttered” if many attributes are 

placed in a single object. Both the domain objects and the view models are decorated with these 

attributes. 

 

Figure 13, Class properties decorated with validation attributes. 

 

 

The validation attributes in the domain objects are used for what the developer calls “server side 

validation” (i.e. validation logic placed as server side logic), while the attributes in the view models 

are used for validating form data passed to the controllers. Validation attributes are a part of the 

.NET framework under the “ComponentModel” namespace, although a few MVC specific attributes 

exist that requires the MVC framework libraries in order to work.  
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The reason for putting the validation logic in the server side code was that it enabled logging for 

some or all of these validation messages by storing it in the database, and that the easiest way to do 

this required a list of validation results that could be displayed to the user, logged and also 

customized with extra attribute like “error severity” or “error location” etc. 

 

Figure 14, Method for retrieving a list of validation results from an entity (platform object). 

Passing data in models directly into a view would let MVC “automatically” validate and present to 

validation results via its own javascript library. The way this would work is that all objects would be 

presented using custom object templates, a template used for displaying complex objects (e.g. a 

class) in a view (Wilson, 2009).  

The list of matters (MatterList) is a complex domain object containing several lists of its own (list of 

individuals, organizations etc), along with many validation attributes that goes against the database 

layer, the developer found it best to validate these objects in the controller layer on the server as 

opposed to letting the list of matters be passed directly to the view. Also, the author wasn’t aware 

that the custom object templates existed during the initial phases of development. 

5.4.1 Validation results 

A class was created for storing a validation result, that could contain a validation message and 

attributes like “row number” and the reference to a matter in order to link the validation result to 

the object validated (for logging etc). The validation results are then presented to the user by using a 

list of these “custom” validation results presented with a table. The “basic matter data” and the 

dynamic fields are each validated separately and produce their own list of validation results that are 

presented with their own tables. 

 Graphical user interface 5.5
The graphical user interface (GUI) is a large and important part of the product, or any application for 

that matter. Since the product was made in order to simplify the current importation routines (that 

utilized customized SQL scripts), even a simple user interface would suffice in order to improve the 

user experience greatly by abstracting the actions performed by the underlying SQL code.  
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Figure 15, ImportTools tab based GUI with the column remap tab. An AJAX loaded partial view (dialog) is also visible. 

The GUI organizes information with a tab based layout, which creates the consistency is needed to 

increase the user’s confidence in navigating the tool (Nielsen, 1993). The dynamic loading of error, 

validation and loading messages provides instant feedback to the user, as displayed in figure 16 

below. 

 

Figure 16, Loading messages appear after a column containing related parties have been mapped to a role. An image in 
the 'related parties' tab indicates that related parties are parsed as a result of the mapping to a role. 

5.5.1 Jquery 

A popular JavaScript library known as jquery is used throughout this application in order to improve 

the interface of the application. Jquery being JavaScript library implies that it simplifies the usage of 

JavaScript by providing an easy to use syntax and methods for manipulating the DOM or displaying 

animations, just to take two examples. 

Jquery is now officially recognized and used by Microsoft’s ASP.NET team as the standard library to 

use with their new MVC web framework. It is used primarily for client side validation logic in the form 

of “jquery validate”, an open source plugin for validation that now ships with the ASP.NET MVC 

framework.  

Many of the most common and popular JavaScript tools are built with or dependent on Jquery. This 

application utilizes a few of these tools in order to simplify the creation of a fluent and easy to UI. 
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Below is a list of the Jquery plugins used in the application: 

 Superfish – A tool for easily creating beautiful and animated dropdown menus. Saves time on 

the design aspect of the application. Many compatible themes are available on the internet if 

a redesign of the application is required. 

 

 Jquery UI – This is a plugin and as the name suggest a ‘sub library’ to Jquery for enabling 

theming, animations and effects that when used uniformly on a site can provide a consistent 

look and feel for an application. The themes provided with jquery ui can be used to style all 

html elements of a website, and the themes can be customized by the user. The plugin is 

widely used and recognized, and many “third party” jquery plugins offers compability with 

the jquery ui themes. 

 

 DataTables – A flexible tool for creating ‘interactive’ tables that enables searching, sorting 

and paging through the table data. Is also compatible with the Jquery UI library for theming 

the tables in a compatible way with the rest of the application. The datatables plugin can 

both be used with server side generated data from the viewmodel or dynamically with AJAX.  

 

 The validation library by Jörn Zaefferer - This is an open source library that ships with and is 

used by the MVC frameworks support for generating validation messages in the DOM. This 

library does not require the MS MVC framework, and is designed to be compatible with all 

web frameworks, like ASP.NET Webforms framework used by ipendo platform. 

5.5.2 Partial views 

Partial views are as the name suggests views that can be rendered as a part of a “parent view”, a 

view that contains partial views. Partial views enable the creation of reusable segments of code that 

can be reused in other views, or in all views if placed in a master view inherited from by other views. 

An example of usages of partial views could be login prompt used site-wide displaying a login link if 

logged out, and a “log out” link if logged in.  

Partial views functions just like ordinary views, providing the same access to the model and its 

validation metadata when strongly typed. The difference lies in how the partial views are used within 

the application. A common notation is to prefix the partial view files in the application with an 

underscore in order to differentiate them as partial views. 

Partial views can also be dynamically loaded with AJAX, e.g. for displaying dialogs and warnings 

messages that can be inserted into the DOM in certain situations. This enables the creation of a UI 

similar to a desktop environment where the user can receive information and use dialog boxes, 

without the need to load a new view in order to access certain function, and without the need to 

then return to the previous page when finished. In this application partial views are dynamically 

loaded in tabs enabling data to be dynamically loaded every time a change has been committed to 

the data, instead of forcing the user to reload the entire web page in order to see the changes.  

Since this application is designed to be used as an interactive tool where columns can be remapped 

and validation errors corrected, a large part of the UI consists of interactive dialogs built with AJAX. 

These dialogs are simply styled partial views with their own model and validation, usually containing 

a form for editing or displaying data.  
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 Database layer 5.6
When it came to the database layer two possible routes where identified, to reuse the existing 

database access layer (DAL) or utilize the newest ORM from Microsoft: Entity Framework (EF). The 

primary advantage of the entity framework route was the speed of development would increase, 

since a repository layer built with the older database logic would require more code to achieve the 

same thing.  

Entity framework supports stored procedures (sprocs), which are subroutines stored in a compiled 

form in the database cache for increased performance in certain situations (Microsoft Developer 

Network , 2010). These stored procedures are used extensively in Ipendo Platform with an older 

version of the Microsoft Enterprise Library DAL, returning database results as datasets instead of 

newer LINQ “queryable” data structures. 

 

 

Figure 17, Legacy code utilizing datasets on the left, similar method in entity framework to the right. 

 

However, a decision to reuse the database layer from ipendo platform was made because of the 

possibility of reuse of knowledge from the database layer that the developers at ipendo had 

acquired. Since the developer didn’t have experience from using EF and didn’t assume compatibility 

between the stored procedures and EF, the decision favored reutilizing the older DAL. 

The identified main disadvantage with this decision was that coding the repositories would require 

more coding. The security was not however deemed to be threatened if the stored procedures 

where coded in a safe way, and if client side validation was performed both client side and in the 

controller layer. 
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6 Evaluation 
This chapter presents the measured efficiency by looking at the time required to perform all import 

steps in both the current script based solution and the new import application ImportTool. 

 Remarks 6.1
While all of the different types where successfully imported in to the test database, software used in 

enterprise applications with real customer databases requires extensive testing before being 

released for real world usage. Even if the code has been tested with unit tests and the application 

has been functionally tested using test data, you cannot be certain that all kinds of validation logic 

have been implemented for all types of matter objects. 

With the facts stated in the above paragraph, together with the limited time span of this project, one 

can conclude that the results presented here are preliminary and may or may not be of interest to 

the support staff until extensive testing has been conducted. Another possibility is that the support 

conducts some basic tests for themselves, and then makes the decision that the potential bugs with 

this software are ignorable compared to the issues with the current import process.  

While this software was found to contain some bugs, they are considered “small” and easily 

correctable, and should not affect the import process. The import functionality functions correctly 

with the used test data, provided that the errors detected by the program have been detected. The 

test data used should be identical in nature to real data, disregarding semantics. However, since 

Ipendo Platform is a very complex product with many different internal rules for object data, further 

testing should be conducted before use in a production environment to confirm that all necessary 

validation rules have been included. 

 Testing method 6.2
The goal of the conducted testing was to measure the efficiency in terms of time. The reliability of 

the imported where tested by using the tool to generate templates for all types of matters, filling the 

templates with data and then importing the data into the platform. The imported matters where 

then viewed in ipendo platform in order to make sure that all imported attributes and related parties 

associated with the matter where visible and usable by Ipendo Platform.  

The validation feature was tested by filling fields with values not present in the list of valid attribute 

values that each attribute is associated with. Tests for valid data types such as dates were also 

conducted successfully, i.e. the application detected the wrong format.  

It is important to note that the entire validation and import process depends on the fact that the 

dynamic attribute columns are correctly mapped. One matter type may have pairs of dynamic 

attributes with almost identical names, where only a colon differentiates the two. This requires the 

user to carefully examine the names of the possible mappings and making sure that the columns 

names are correct, which takes some additional time for the user. 

 Import efficiency 6.3
Based on the testing and time measurements conducted with the developed tool, this new 

application for validating and importation should dramatically improve the efficiency of customer 

data validation and importation tasks. It is clear that this application, if found fit for production use, 

will dramatically improve the speed of the validation and import process.  
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Johan Gustafson works with service orders at Ipendo Systems, and he estimates that the current 

import process can take as long as twenty hours in total. This extensive and complex task is hard to 

repeat in its entirety, so resource estimations provided by Gustafson will be used for reference 

purposes. 

Table 1 below contains an approximation of how the time is divided between the sub tasks using the 

current script based import method, while table no. 2 shows results obtained with the new import 

tool. The estimations are made for a set of 5500 matter objects. 

Customize scripts for the specific matter type 2-8h 

Run matter validation scripts  
 

1-4h 

Correct and communicate errors with customer 1-2h 

Run import scripts 0.5h 

Export imported matters to excel and validate 
with ipendo compare 

1.5h 

Total  6-16h  

Table 1, Script based import process - Resource estimation 

Upload and parse excel data 10sek 

Remap dynamic attribute columns 2min 

Remap dynamic RP columns 2-3min 

Validate correctly mapped objects 1min 

Correct and communicate errors with customer 1-2h 

Import validated matters into database 30sek 
Total: 1-2h 

Table 2, Time measured to import 5500 matters using ImportTool, with 20 dynamic attributes. 

 

The large variations in time in the first table are a result of the varying number of related parties and 

dynamic attributes associated with the matters.  

As can be seen in the above table, production use of the import tool should be relatively efficient. 

The most time consuming step should be the error communication and correction phase that will be 

required in order to make sure that no ambiguity exists regarding the values of certain cells, e.g. 

because of a misspelling.  

6.3.1 Result explanation 

It is important to note that if the tool is found easy to use, a legal expert at Ipendo should be able to 

use the tool and correct the errors, reducing the time spent on this task. This was also one of the 

goals of the program, to reduce complexity so that a person familiar with the customer data could 

use it efficiently with little or no knowledge of the underlying validation logic and database schema.  

The huge variation in time for the customization of scripts depends on the number of related parties 

connected to the matters, the matter type and its respective number of dynamic fields. This is also 

the step that the import tool would render “obsolete” with its easy to use attribute mapping feature, 

if tested and found fit for operational use. 
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 Some errors like obvious misspellings can be corrected by the support staff, but other questions 

regarding the validity of the data will be communicated with the customer. This error correction 

step, or rather error communication step in most cases, would be the most time consuming step 

when utilizing the import tool. 
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7 Discussion 
In this chapter, results and experiences from the development process are discussed and conclusions 

are made. 

 Results 7.1
A goal with this thesis was to create the foundation for a tool capable of validating all different kinds 

of platform objects. This goal should be realizable, because of the similarity in how the data is stored 

in both excel files and in the platform database. By following the architectural patterns and methods 

discussed in the development theory chapter, the tool should be easy to extend with new 

repositories, controllers and views for all types of platform objects.  

Not only can this this tool provide an easy to uses abstraction for imports of platform objects, but 

also abstract other administrative tasks such as setting up new customer environments. A use case 

diagram for a possible “generalized” import and administration tool is shown in Appendix C.  

7.1.1 An interactive and usable abstraction 

What is the reason for the measured increase in import efficiency in the developed import tool? The 

interactive GUI simply provided a much needed abstraction over actions that previously required 

editing a fairly complex SQL scripts. Any GUI abstraction over the script based solution would have 

provided this substantial increase in efficiency and stability. The fact that the GUI of this new tool is 

built with an interactive AJAX based approach further increases efficiency, although the primary 

benefit of the AJAX based dialogs and tabbed views are the increased usability and overview of the 

data mappings. 

The regular status updates with the “customers” of this tool was a major driver in the development 

of the GUI. What was originally a cluttered list of long tables become an organized and consistent 

experience with the help of the jQuery user interface library (jQuery UI), providing a uniform visual 

theme for the UI components.  

The fact that the ASP.NET MVC framework was chosen was a key decision for enabling the interactive 

“desktop like” experience found in this tool. The fact that it’s designed for testability and increased 

separation of concerns (SoC) by utilizing layers basically excluded the older ASP.NET webforms 

framework as an alternative. Its support for AJAX based development by using the established jQuery 

library and its extension libraries for validation further increased efficiency and its suitability for its 

purpose. 

The GUI is however not perfect, and many improvements can be made. One remark was that the tool 

lacked shortcuts for accomplishing certain simple tasks, circumventing the need to bring up and 

submit dialogs. These shortcuts would then act as accelerators for experienced user and enable them 

to perform frequently used tasks even faster (Nielsen, 1993).  

 Development method 7.2
My experience from this project tells me that even basic use-case models together with a simple 

requirements specification and project plan are enough during the initial phase of the project. These 

simple artifacts are then added to during the projects iterations, and more extensive documents and 

models are refined and produced in order to accommodate the customers changing requirements.  
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Directly forming a static set of documents, design plans and models in the beginning of the project 

won’t work, since the requirements of the customers are at least partially formed by the evolution of 

the product and the feedback that the customer gives after the iterations. As an example, Appendix 

A is included to show the initial use-case artifact from the preparation phase. This use-case was later 

updated after customer requirements became clearer as can be seen in Appendix B, giving an 

example of the iterative reality of software development.  

The iterative feedback received on the tools UI is also indicative of the validity of the principles 

behind agile and iterative development, i.e. counting with and supporting continuous changes in 

requirements. 

7.2.1 Development process 

The experience of the rational unified process (RUP) has been positive, after having learned about 

the phases and principles that underpins it. The process felt very intuitive and easy to learn, since the 

phases had a clear purpose and an explanation of exactly what artifacts was expected after each 

phase. The RUP development process was also followed and explained by the developers at Ipendo 

Systems, which helped understanding of how a commercial project would be managed. 

If the basic principles and phases of RUP is followed and understood, both developers with 

experience from agile or strictly sequential models should easily understand the RUP. This is because 

of the successful combination of the series of logical milestones and phases, with iterative thinking 

that allows for the phases to coexist and flow into each other.  

Another advantage is the ability to customize RUP in order to fit both smaller teams and large 

enterprise projects with larger demands on the process, e.g. military and government projects that 

must comply with complex quality certifications pertaining to the software development process. 

 The value of testing 7.3
A valuable understanding acquired during this thesis is the value of testing. An example of a 

discovered benefit can be drawn from the development conducted in this thesis, where the 

developer under certain situations and for security reasons didn’t have access to the databases that 

provided data for the data parsing methods. While the modules and the entire application couldn’t 

be tested in its entirety, unit testing still provided a way to test individual methods by providing them 

with test data identical in structure to the data found in the database, thereby increasing stability. 

Another valuable type of testing is usability testing, where the designated users of the application 

can get acquainted with the GUI of the application and discover bugs and missing or incomplete 

features forgotten by the developer. This kind of testing wasn’t performed because of time 

constraints, but it would be conducted if this project was of a commercial nature, e.g. a consultancy 

contract with Ipendo Systems. In such a situation professional testers would be employed to conduct 

a broad range of tests. 
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8 Conclusion 
The results show that the new software for matter imports can dramatically improve the 

performance of the import process. During testing, all of the test data where successfully imported 

into the platform without any errors. Since the test data is similar in nature to real data, and since 

the valid values are fetched from the database tables the assumption is made that this tool should 

successfully validate and import real customer matter objects.  

 An extendable architecture? 8.1
A preliminary version of an import function for the “case” object type was developed in the later 

stage of the thesis. While lacking most of the validations and import functionality, the parsing 

methods and controller logic for the matter import functionality was easily reusable, requiring little 

modification in order to be adapted to the new case type.  As shown in the previous chapters, the 

validation view for cases utilizes object templates instead of the dialog based views for this object 

type, enabling faster error correction. 

Judging from the similarity in the way matters and other platform objects are stored and validated, 

the conclusion is made that the produced import tool can be extended to support imports of all 

platform objects. In other words, the use-case diagram presented as Appendix C should be realizable. 

 Potential cost savings 8.2
Ipendo Systems currently have two external consultants from Ukraine working, among other things, 

with projects related to the import of customer data. Also, customer support personnel have to 

communicate and coordinate with these consultants, requiring additional resources. While this thesis 

does not present a result in terms of potential budgetary savings for the customer support division, 

the saving should be notable for a general import tool based on the developed architecture.  

If the developed tool is further extended to support all platform objects and successfully tested with 

real customer matter data, it would serve as a solution to the long and resource heavy imports of 

customer data into ipendo platform.    
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9 Acronyms and abbreviations 
 

AJAX - Asynchronous JavaScript and XML. Used for enabling interactivity in web applications.  

ASP.NET – A web application framework for building dynamic websites. ASP.NET is built on the 

Microsoft .NET technology stack and is the successor to the ASP (Active Server Pages) framework, an 

older script language for server side content generation.  

Back office– The term “back office” refers to the tasks performed in order to run the company itself, 

e.g. the IT department that keep the computers and phones running.  

Client side scripting – JavaScript is an example this, i.e. it is compiled and running on the client. 

CRUD – An acronym that stands for “create, read, update, delete”, e.g. the basic operations that can 

be performed on data. They correspond to the INSERT, SELECT, UPDATE and DELETE operation in 

SQL, respectively. 

DAL – Acronym for data access layer.  

Dataset – “In-memory cache of data retrieved from a data source”, as quoted from MSDN (MSDN 

Library). Used heavily before LINQ was introduced. 

DOM – Document Object Model. DOM is a convention for structuring a web page using objects and 

elements in HTML, XHTML and XML documents. 

Javascript – A scripting language that runs on the client’s browser and typically operates on the DOM 

of a web page.  

JQuery – Library for Javascript.  

LINQ – Language Integrated Query.  Is a popular general purpose tool for querying against objects, 

databases, XML and other sources of data. Is integrate in .NET framework.  

ORM – Object Relational Mapping. Allows the use of object oriented programming techniques on 

objects that functions as abstractions over the relational database. 

SQL – Structured  Query Language. A standardized language for retrieving data from a relational 

database. 

SoC – Separation a software into distinct modules that overlap with each other as little as possible. 

SEO – Search Engine Optimization. Instead of passing data in session variables, data is passed in the 

URL. E.g. http://www.domain.com/users/id/1 where the ID equals one.  

UI – User interface. This is the programs visible interface to the user. 

WPF – Windows presentation Foundation. A modern software stack from Microsoft for rendering 

graphical user interfaces.  

 

http://www.domain.com/users/id/1
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Appendix A – Initial use case 
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Appendix B – Extended use case  
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Appendix C – A general administration tool 
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